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Notes on Historic British and Irish Hand-Made Carpet Factories

Notes from Wilton Factory Archive ( Held at Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre )

Range of 'Wessex' hand tufted rugs that were produced 1930 - 1935. Wilton may have introduced a special quality for contemporary art rugs. Can now

properly speculate more on the differing weaving qualities attributed to Wilton. eg Marion Dorn as arguably the best known. The original a/w was done in

gouache. Brightom Musem had these on loan at the time from Wilton.

The kind of book given to clients interested in creating rugs

https://www.orientalrugandtextilesociety.org.uk/resources.php
James Humphries



With London offices it was easy for the artists to discuss their commissions with the design team representatives at Paternoster Square

Capable of huge commisions



Boasts of a large design team

Bacon, Dorn and McNight Kauffer were using the two cheaper qualities 4.5 x4.5 or 5 x 5cm



Prices circa 1932



less luxurious pocket price list - 1950s demonstrates decline



less luxurious pocket price list



Mentions costings and Dorn's commission for The Ritz

-------------------

All records were transferred to Wiltshire County Archives whose collection are now held at

Email: heritageadmin@wiltshire.gov.uk

Telephone: 01249 705500

Postal Address:

Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre

Cocklebury Road

Chippenham

Wiltshire

SN15 3QN.

the pages for the records on line are:

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a/results.aspx?tab=2&Page=1&ContainAllWords=2583&Repository=Wiltshire+and+Swindon+Archives

mailto:heritageadmin@wiltshire.gov.uk


Choose Wiltshire and Swindon from drop down and insert 2583 into the search

also see my pages: 

http://www.orient-rug.com/rw_pages/history/rw_Handmade.html

----------------------------

Main Factory close to Wilton House seat of Earl of Pembroke ( patron and consotium leader )

Small subsidiary hand knotting workplaces opened:

1894 Southamton (unsuccesful ) destroyed WW11

1905 at Mere ( Somerset ) Tisbury ( Wiltshire ) Downton ( Wiltshire ) transferred to nearby next village Morgan Vale ( Wilshire )

1916 at Fordingbridge ( Hampshire ) only 4 miles south from Downton.

1935 Downton transfers to  Morgan's Vale  { coincides with end of ' Wessex ' range ? }

Downtown and Fordingbridge are very closeby and the two may be confused or the same

The managing director at Wilton Carpet Factory states it  
was possible that some factory records were sent to the V&A.
Their own files were destroyed on two successive occasions.
This may have occurred in 1959 when hand-knotting ceased , 1965  
during a merger , 1970 when they were taken over by Yougal or 1987  
when the group became part of Coats Viyella

 

They may show up at the V&A.( ?? ) but appear tragically lost

11/8/2009

" Thank you for your enquiry about records from the Royal Wilton Carpet Factory. I have checked the catalogue and regret that neither the Archive of Art and

Design nor the National Art Library holds any such records or trade literature." - Anne Newport.

Anne Newport

Librarian, Documentation

Word & Image Department

Victoria and Albert Museum

South Kensington

London SW7 2RL

Tel: 44 (0) 20 7942 2390

Fax: 44 (0) 20 7942 2394

Email: anewport@vam.ac.uk

-----------------------------------

12/8/2009 V&A / VAM 

Thank you for your enquiry about records relating to the Wilton Carpet Factory. We have two files of letters, accounts etc, but they are not from the period

you are interested in. They relate to the late 40's and early 1950s, and to the late 1970s and early 1980s (although there is mention of an exhibition about

Wilton's 1930s carpets in the 1970s file). If you still wanted to see these you would need to make an appointment with the Archive of Art and Design where

they are held, and view them in their reading rooms at Olympia. Tel; 020 7942 2966.

To make it quicker when asking for the files you should quote MA/1/W2421 and Wilton Royal Carpet Factory Ltd., (Philip Coombes)

Natasha Jacoby - Assistant Curator

Designs  n.jacoby@vam.ac.uk

------------------------------------

mailto:anewport@vam.ac.uk


re Brighton catalogue at Brighton 5th October - 2 November 1975 BRITISH CARPETS AND DESIGNS: The Modernist Rug 1928 - 1938

Some of Wilton's lost records were exhibited in the 1975 Brighton Exhibition

.............................................

Like you I had the reference to Wessex but could not detail anything.

In the documentation I have there is like different types of hand made or knotting mentioned, but there are never references to the modernist rugs. The

images bellow come from my best booklet. There is no date for publication I believe in the 70s.









-------------------------

Here is the interior page of catalog from the WRCF published in 1950. All the carpets inside are of western classical design, none is modern.


